
Come on the  journey with us 
from 2022 to 2023



The voices of future grandchildren
I hear them asking, “What were you doing?

What have you done?
What were you doing?

And are you alive?
And are you free?

Are you free?”
 

/by Nick Mulvey/
In the Antropocene



With the prompts in this booklet we would like to invite you for a
quiet moment pondering about what to leave behind in 2022 and
what to bring forth in 2023. 

For many years we have been inspired by others peoples books and
questions, and this year we felt a longing to make our own. And as
you probably know by now, we love sharing what we do.  

We thoroughly enjoy taking time to pause, to reflect and meditate
and then let our creativity lead the way. This way our Resilience
muscles keep activated, fit and strong. 

About this booklet



The questions per page are an invitation to really take some time to
write what wants to be written. Maybe you can put your alarm
clock on 4 or 5 minutes and the just keep your pen to paper and
write without censorship.

The pages with multiple questions are an invitation to answer very
spontaneously. The first thing that comes to mind is just rthe thing
that wants to be there.

So make yourself comfortable, bring a nice drink, light a candle,
and go on a journey in your world of Resilience.

Be surprised by the questions and perhaps even more by the
answers. We hope they bring you as much beauty as they brought
us collecting and inventing.



How Marcella lived her intention "Make it Sacred"
 

How did I do that? Well in many ways:
I have celebrated the (Celtic) festivals, sometimes big & with others, sometimes
small & alone.
Learned in a training about the womb and all other gates in our female body.
Keep doing the moon celebrations and ceremonies at home, by calling on the
spirits, drawing a card or doing a yoni steam for example.
Swimming in the sea and letting her speak to me, both together with others
and on my own.
Walks in nature .
Guiding a meditation during intervision or a meeting with colleagues.
A beautiful, sacred journey to Glastonbury with Marike and her daughters.
And finally, co-hosting beautiful projects such as workshops about the Rose at
festivals, the 'Geluksroute' and the Circle of Resilience, of course all together
with Marike.



How Marike lived her intention "I will let myself be found" 

This was quite a challenge at times, to be honest, me being a "manifestor"
(Human Design) with a great desire to connect and remind people of their light.
So this is not a success story with only yes moments. In the past year I have
absolutely been confronted with my tendency to "take life on as a project" 

Yet at the same time, the intention softened me,  showing me where I was
falling into this old pattern and reminding me to choose something different
than before. To embrace "doing nothing is an option", to feel that if something
doesn't flow I can let it go, to remember that I only have to hold my piece of the
red thread. Thus helping me to hold space for myself, for having faith that the
life that wants to be lived by me will actually find me. And above all to align
myself with the knowing that life is an adventure where there is still so much
to discover, so I will continue with this intention!

And the gratitude that Marcella finds me again and again, that we find each
other on that adventure is great and magical!



2022



What I celebrate from 2022



What am I lamenting from 2022



I am grateful for: 



The wisest decision I made

Who or whom have made a difference in your life this year? 

What song will always remind you of 2022?



I wish I had spent less time on this 

I would have liked to do more of this  



How I showed courage 



People that are dear to my heart 



I surprised myself by 



The seed(s) I will take with me from 2022 to 2023 

Write a short Elfje* poem about the colour of 2022
 (*from the Dutch word 11)

Line 1 - 1 word, Line 2 - 2 words, Line 3 - 3 words, Line 4 - 4 words, Line 5- 1 word



2023



I love me
and it is so easy to love me.  



This year I will say yes when
   



With an curious mind I will open myself to:  

My daily nourishing selfcare practise looks like this:  



When I listen to my body I hear:   

My creativity will guide me when:  



I will treat myself to this:   

I will treat others to this: 



Nature will inspire me by    

I will take time for silence and the divine through  



I am already looking forward to



These resources are available to me 
(and I will ask them for help)      



What will I invite into my life

Who will I invite into my life



 2023 in full colour     
Take some images and words (from magazines or postcards f.e. ) 

and make a collage with your intention for 2023    



My secret wish for 2023 is     

My word/sentence for 2023 is     



Meeting with your inner-mentor

Nice bonus: record a short video as if you were interviewing
your future self.

What has your year been like, be as general or specific as you
want to share. What wisdom does your future self already
have for your present self? What was really important?

You can use the answers to the questions in this booklet as
inspiration or simply see what your future self has to say.

And then exactly one year from now you can listen to it again.



We hope answering the questions was fun and
inspiring. So you can release the last year and

embrace this coming year with all of you. 
 

So you can say: 
Yes I am alive
Yes I am free

 
 
 



We trust the abundance of the universe 
so we let go of copyright ideas. 

 
We do appreciate you mentioning us as the

source when you share from this. This way we
get to enjoy the fruits of the seeds we are

planting with such love and care  
 
 

Warmest of greetings, Marcella en Marike 



Thank you for coming along  


